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The Italian Sea Group announced the sale of the new mega
yacht Admiral – Galileo of 82 metres
Nicola Capuzzo · Monday, January 24th, 2022

Italy’s The Italian Sea Group announced the sale of a new Galileo 82 metre mega yacht from
Admiral fleet, completed by US broker Frank Grzeszczak Sr. – head of fales of the Americas for
Admiral and president & founder of FGI Yacht Group.

“The sale of the new 82 metre Admiral marks our entry into the US large yacht market,
consolidating TISG position as a key global player in the mega yacht sector” commented Giuseppe
Taranto, vicechairman and Cco of The Italian Sea Group. “It represents an important milestone
confirming the growing esteem of the nautical world for our yachts and our established
professionalism which allows us to compete with the historical shipyard in Northern Europe”.

“After an extensive 3 years of shipyard research and searching for a yacht builder to entrust with
the creation of his dream yacht, this highly experienced American owner of multiple superyachts
finally decided to build with The Italian Sea Group’s Admiral” added Frank Grzeszczak Sr.. “His
choice came as a result of Admiral’s incredible capability and innovative approach to building,
always showcasing its willingness to work with this client to customize the project to make his
dream a reality. The Italian Sea Group’s shipyard is unique in many ways, but its superiority is
evident once witnessed first-hand, being amazed at the automation, precision, cleanliness, and
order in the yard.”

The new steel and aluminium mega yacht was designed by the Centro Stile of The Italian Sea
Group. The exteriors are characterised by sinuous, elegant lines, ample living space on the four
decksserved by a lift, and large windows. With a maximum beam of 13.3 metres, cabins for 12
guests and 28 crew members, and an upper deck of approximately 130 square metres dedicated
entirely to the owner’s cabin, Galileo confirms the value of the engineering, designresearch and
high-quality standards of Admiral yachts. Lounges of over 100 square metres on each deck, 3
swimming pools, one of which is 7.5×3.5metres long, 1 underwater cinema lounge and a beach
area with gym, spa and massage room are just some of the details of this mega yacht. Another
unique element is the engine room, an integral part of the environment thanks tothe long corridor
that crosses it, connecting the spa area with the foyer of the upper desk.

Delivery of the new Admiral Galileo is scheduled for 2025.
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